
Photo Series

Photo 1- This is Revolution Cable Park, a wakeboard and waterski park, located in North Fort 
Myers, Florida. Revolution has been open and operating since 2008, and is a perfect place for 
people to try a new sport. Many of the customers Revolution brings in are vacationers who are 
looking to try something water related under the hot Florida sun. Ages of riders go from eight to 
72 years old. 



Photo 2- Meet Nick Dimasi, co-owner and head manager of Revolution Cable Park. Nick has 
been working hard for the last 7 years to keep Revolution running and profitable. With the help 
of 4 employees he keeps the park running well on a day to day basis while keeping it a friendly 
environment for his customers.   
maintenance 

Photo 3- Dimasi climbs the main motor tower at the cable for morning cable maintenance before 
opening for the day. maintenance includes checking and straightening carriers, re-greasing the 
moving components of the cable, and checking obstacles for loose screws and other hazards 
components. An added bonus of morning cable maintenance is that it occurs 24 feet in the air at 
the top of the tower.  



Photo 4- Here Dimasi runs the cable through the motor tower, making sure everything is running 
smoothly before he begins work on straightening and tightening carriers.



Photo 5- Dimasi loosens the bolts necessary to straighten carrier number 2, straightening and 
preparing it for all the wear and tear of a typical in a day of use. 

Photo 6- Another one of the duties before opening includes filling the register with necessary 
cash needed for giving change. A huge portion of Revolution Cable Park’s income comes from 
sales. Beyond rental equipment and ride time on the cable system, Revolution sells clothing and 
other soft goods, as well as wakeboards, and life-jackets. 



Photo 7- Customer, Brad Hocker, rides out at Revolution Cable Park regularly. He tries to go at 
least twice a month to practice his skills. Hocker purchases a four hour pass, entitling him to use 
of the cable system for four hours. Revolution Cable Park has some of the cheapest cable 
prices in the country, making it affordable to most. 



Photo 8- On one of the busiest days of the week, Sunday, Revolution brings out a big crowd of 
riders, most experiencing the sport of wakeboarding for the first time. Up to 7 people can ride 
the cable system at a time for up to 5 laps around the lake. Josh Wright, employee and 
operator, ensures everyone gets an equal amount of time on the water.

 

Photo 9- Dimasi looks in admiration at his hard work as the day begins to slow down before 
closing. Revolution is a business that he has built from the ground up with love, blood, sweat, 
and tears. Nick grew up wakeboarding on the lake in his backyard, and started Revolution 
Cable Park as an opportunity to share his love of the sport with others. 

   

 


